
 

 
 
 

       

 

 
Agenda Item 13 

MEETING DATE: March 20, 2019 
 
SUBJECT:  Education on Private Equity Investments 
 
                                                                       Deliberation                Receive 
SUBMITTED FOR:         Consent                and Action             X   and File 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff recommends the Board receive and file the educational presentation by TSG Consumer 
Partners. 
 

PURPOSE 
 
This agenda item supports the 2019 Annual Investment Plan to provide education to the Board 
members from Staff, Consultants, and Investment Managers, and contributes to the effective 
management and oversight of investment activities.  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
TSG focuses on investing in growing medium-sized consumer companies. The firm has raised 
eight funds investing in both minority and majority control transactions across a broad range of 
consumer industries including retail, beverage, personal care, household products, and apparel. 
TSG investments include Planet Fitness, Dutch Bros Coffee, Pabst Blue Ribbon, Sexy Hair, and 
Vitamin Water. 
 
SCERS’ first investment with TSG began in 2015 with a $16 million commitment to TSG7A and 
$4 million to TSG7B. TSG7A focuses on transactions that range between $60 million and $150 
million in equity and generally target companies with annual revenues ranging between $50 
million and $500 million. TSG7B was formed to invest in smaller companies and 
underappreciated brands, targeting investments between $15 million and $50 million in 
companies with annual revenues ranging between $10 million and $200 million. In 2018, SCERS 
invested $45 million is TSG8.  
 
TSG’s investments are flexible in structure, ranging from establishing control of companies 
through recapitalizations and leveraged buyouts, structuring minority investments, providing 
growth equity, and forming companies through the carve out of brands from larger corporates. 
TSG’s investment strategy is distinguished by a consistent focus on consumer branded 
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companies located in North America and an ability to help companies grow.  By targeting just 
one sector, TSG builds deep relationships in the consumer industry, enabling it to source and 
close transactions with the most promising emerging brands, as well as provide substantial 
value-added services to its companies. The firm focuses on making operational improvements 
by emphasizing strategic priorities like market entry, product line extension, and mergers and 
acquisitions.  TSG has historically used conservative amounts of leverage to support meaningful 
investment in new product introductions, geographic expansion, operations, and increased sales 
and marketing activities. 
 
The firm’s Chief Executive Officer, Chuck Esserman, will be presenting to the Board as part of 
this agenda item. Mr. Esserman has over 30 years of private equity investment experience. 
 
Before TSG, Mr. Esserman was with Bain & Company, a leading management consulting 
company. He received his BS, with top honors, in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and an MBA from Stanford, where he was an 
Arjay Miller Scholar. He has served on the Board of Advisors of the Stanford Graduate School 
of Business and the Board of Trustees of Vanderbilt University. 
 
TSG Consumer Partners was founded in 1987 as Montgomery  Consumer  Partners, through 
an initial equity interest from Montgomery Securities.  In 1988, the firm’s founders, Gary Shansby 
and Mr. Esserman, bought the stake from Montgomery Securities and branded the firm as The 
Shansby Group.  In 2005, Mr. Shansby left the firm to focus on philanthropy; Mr. Esserman 
began serving as CEO, and the firm rebranded to TSG Consumer Partners.  
 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
 

 Presentation by TSG Consumer Partners 
 
 
Prepared by:        
 
/S/ 
_____________________________    
Jim Donohue      
Deputy Chief Investment Officer      
 
Reviewed by: 
 
/S/ /S/ 
____________________________   _____________________________ 
Steve Davis       Eric Stern  
Chief Investment Officer     Chief Executive Officer  
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O V E R V I E W

30+ year history investing in 
consumer companies

Founded in 1986,  TSG Consumer Partners was among the 
f i rs t  pr ivate equi ty  f i rms in the U.S.  focused pr imar i ly  on 
invest ing in consumer companies.   TSG has assembled an 
exper ienced team of  consumer industry specia l is ts  and has 
off ices in San Francisco and New York

>$10 trillion industry1

Select companies have provided 
attractive returns with lower 
volatility in both strong and weak 
economic environments

Digitalization is expanding the 
global reach of consumer 
companies

Strategies often expand sales rapidly
across distribution channels and 
geographies as well as develop 
innovative product line extensions 

Functional expertise often facilitates 
improvements in sales, marketing, 
digital, operations and financial 
functions 

Substantial majority of realized 
investments exited to strategic buyers 
for cash

Large consumer companies generally 
highly acquisitive and willing to pay a 
premium for companies with strong 
brands that leverage their distribution 
capabilities 

Exit strategies generally not 
dependent upon favorable public 
market conditions

AT T R A C T I V E  G L O B A L  
C O N S U M E R  F O C U S

P R O V E N  
T R A C K  R E C O R D

W E L L - D E F I N E D  
E X I T  S T R AT E G Y 2

GROW TH 
DRIVEN RETURNS

Note: Past performance is not indicative of future results. Please see "Legal Disclaimers" at the end of this presentation for important information regarding the performance information contained herein. 
1 Source: Euromonitor International 2018. 
2 There can be no guarantee that any exit transaction will be consummated as planned and previous successful exits are not indicative of future results.
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TSG invests across the broad and massive consumer economy

3

TSG is exclusively focused on 
providing capital and strategic 
partnership to consumer 
companies
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20%

12%

38%

Life of Investments Recession
2007-2009

2017-2018

TSG returns are largely driven by growth
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TSG Portfolio Average Sales Growth

Note: There can be no assurance that any future investments will have comparable sales growth to the investments described herein. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Please see "Legal Disclaimers" at the end of this 
presentation for important information regarding the performance information contained herein.
1 TSG4-TSG6 realized investments (based on sales for the year prior to TSG’s investment to the year of TSG’s exit).
2 TSG investments for 2007-2009.
3 TSG7 A investments. Duckhorn and Sunshine Fitness pro forma for acquisitions. Pro forma information is inherently uncertain and subject to change.
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We bring much more than capital to the table
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Brand Building Product Innovation Digital Strategy Channel Strategy 

Operations Team Building Acquisitions Capital Markets & Exits

 Define brand identity and 
positioning

 Understand consumer perception

 Utilize consumer insights to facilitate 
informed decisions

 Launch new categories

 Cultivate and grow in-house labels

 Expand hero franchises

 Evaluate digital footprint

 Optimize eCommerce

 Amplify brand voice

 Enter new channels profitably

 Grow national distribution networks

 Expand geographic presence

 Develop scalable infrastructure

 Drive efficiencies in supply chains

 Create culture of productivity

 Implement well-defined 
organizational strategy

 Build world-class, passionate teams

 Recruit critical positions

 Identify strategic targets

 Analyze feasibility and drive 
attractive deal terms

 Execute and integrate

 Structure attractive financings

 Lead M&A processes

 IPO readiness

Note: there can be no assurance that TSG will ultimately achieve any of the strategies described herein. 



Team Building

Channel Strategy

Planet Fitness
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Created an unmatched marketing machine 
promoting the “judgment free” approach to fitness, 

growing to ~12MM members globally 

Capitalized on North American whitespace by 
increasing West Coast penetration and launching in 
Canada, Puerto Rico, and the Dominican Republic

Built a world-class management team by recruiting / 
appointing the CEO, CFO, General Counsel, among 

other key management positions

749 918
1,124

1,313
1,518

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Total Stores1

Executive Title

Chris 
Rondeau

CEO

Dorvin
Lively

CFO

Richard 
Moore

General Counsel

Brian 
Belmont

EVP of Ops &
Development

Jessica 
Correa

SVP of Marketing

Product Innovation Team BuildingOperationsBrand Building AcquisitionsDigital Strategy

Brand Building Channel Strategy

Capital Markets 
& Exits Multiple dividend recaps IPO readiness and 

successful IPO
Investment returned 

>9x Gross MOIC
Note: Net multiples are unable to be calculated as fees and expense are calculated on a fund-level basis. The gross MOIC shown above does not reflect management fees, carried interest and other expenses which, in the aggregate, are substantial and reduce investor returns.  The investment reflected above may not be representative of all 
TSG investments. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Please see "Legal Disclaimers" at the end of this presentation for important information regarding the performance information contained herein. 1 Planet Fitness June 2018 investor presentation. Please contact TSG for additional information.



Title Prior Experience

SVP, Sales

SVP, Operations

SVP, Marketing

VP, Marketing

VP, Finance

VP, Product Dev.

VP, Digital

VP, Int’l Sales

VP, Creative

Product Innovation

Product Innovation Team Building

Channel Strategy

IT Cosmetics
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Supported a disciplined approach to product 
innovation and diversification, allowing for greater 

share of customer wallet

Primarily sold through one customer at the time of 
TSG’s investment, we developed a patient strategy to 

enter specialty retail and expand into new markets

Developed best-in-class team, growing from 3 FTEs 
at time of our investment to over 120 FTEs by 2016

Team BuildingOperationsBrand Building AcquisitionsDigital Strategy

Channel Strategy

$7 $16
$38

$94

$140

$182

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 LTM June
2016

Other
TSC
IT.com
QVC-UK
Sephora
ULTA Brush
ULTA
QVC

Net Sales by customer1

26x increase 
in sales

Capital Markets 
& Exits Dividend recap Exit negotiations in sale to L'Oréal Investment returned 

>25x Gross MOIC
Note: Net multiples are unable to be calculated as fees and expense are calculated on a fund-level basis. The gross MOIC shown above does not reflect management fees, carried interest and other expenses which, in the aggregate, are substantial and reduce investor returns. The investment reflected above may not be representative of all 
TSG investments. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Please see "Legal Disclaimers" at the end of this presentation for important information regarding the performance information contained herein. 1 Internal Company financials as of June 2016. Please contact TSG for additional information.



Product Innovation

Product Innovation Acquisitions

Channel Strategy

Duckhorn
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Significantly expanded salesforce to improve 
geographic coverage and connectivity with retailers

Launched first ever Decoy Rosé and expanded into 
Chardonnay where the Duckhorn brand is 

underdeveloped

Acquired renowned Pinot Noir brands Calera and 
Kosta Browne; evaluating other strategic 

acquisitions to drive scale and growth

Team BuildingOperationsBrand Building AcquisitionsDigital Strategy

Channel Strategy

+27%

+25%

+11%

+9%

+2%

+69%

Organic Sales Growth by Brand
FY July 20181

FY 2018
+24% 

Organic 
Growth

Closed August 2017

Closed August 2018

Capital Markets 
& Exits Asset-based and acquisition financing Not

exited
Note: The investment reflected above may not be representative of all TSG investments. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Please see "Legal Disclaimers" at the end of this presentation for important information regarding the performance information contained herein.  
1 Internal company financials as of July 2018; Company’s financial year ends July. 2 There can be no assurance that any exit will ultimately be achieved. Please contact TSG for additional information.



Deal Source1

Portfolio characteristics
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Proprietary 
/ Pre-Empt

64%

Auction
36%

Note: Includes all investments from TSG4, TSG5, TSG6, and TSG7 A. There can be no assurance that TSG8 will have the portfolio characteristics described herein. 
1 Proprietary defined as transactions consummated outside formal banker auctions, and includes auctions that TSG pre-empted. 2 Includes all current investments from TSG6 and TSG7 A. 

Structure

Control
47%

Non-
control
53%

Sector

Beauty
24%

Beverage
21%

Food
17%

Retail / 
Restaurant

9%

Pet
7%

Household 
/ Personal 

Care
6%

Fashion / 
Apparel

6%

Fitness
6% E-Commerce

4%

Geography2

US
71%

Int'l
29%



Majority of exits have been to strategic acquirers
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Strategic
65%

Sponsor / Other1

32%

IPO
3%

Note: Includes all realized exits for TSG4, TSG5, and TSG6. There can be no assurance that TSG8 will achieve comparable exits. 
1 Includes sale to sponsor / SPAC and back to founder / management.



Experienced senior team with investment in organization
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Jamie O’Hara
President

Chuck Esserman
CEO and Founder

Dan Costello
Managing Director

Hadley Mullin
Senior Managing Director

Blythe Jack
Managing Director

Jessica Duran
CFO and Chief 
Compliance Officer

Pierre LeComte
Managing Director

Mike Layman
Managing Director

Colin WelchJennifer Baxter Moser Diane Miles
Managing Director Managing Director Operating Partner

Organizational Support

20 Years32 Years 11 Years14 Years 7 Years
10 Years1

13 Years9 Years 11 Years 5 Years1 10 Years1

Note: Operating Partners are independent contractors of TSG. Operating Partners may receive payments from, or allocations with respect to, TSG's portfolio companies, funds advised by TSG, or TSG. 
1 Includes years working with TSG at third party or portfolio company.

Investment Team Business 
Development

Accounting & 
Compliance Digital Capabilities Consumer Insights



TSG8 investment criteria
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Target Deal Characteristics Target Company Characteristics

Investment 
Criteria

Ownership

Significant 
Growth

High 
Quality

 Generally $50 to $500 million per investment

 Generally annual revenues between $50 to $750 million

 Prudent use of leverage to facilitate growth investments

 Both majority and minority positions

 Board representation

 TSG favorable shareholders agreement

 Alignment with shareholders and management

 Double-digit organic revenue growth

 Large addressable market

 Multiple avenues for growth – product innovation, channel and 
geographic expansion, digital optimization, M&A

 Opportunity for operating efficiencies as business scales

 Defensible market position

 Strong management (existing or that can be recruited)

 Not subject to technological changes or significant R&D 
requirements

 Visible exit strategy

Note: Actual investments for TSG8 may vary from the targets described herein. Targeted investment characteristics may not be indicative of future investment characteristics and there can be no assurance that TSG will have comparable investment 
characteristics or that target investment characteristics will be achieved.  There can be no assurance that TSG8's investment objectives will be achieved and investment results may vary substantially over time.



Legal disclaimers
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This presentation is confidential and proprietary to TSG Consumer Partners LLC (together with its affiliates, “TSG”). Any reproduction, distribution or disclosure of any of this information, without the prior 
written consent of TSG, is expressly and absolutely prohibited. Your acceptance and retention of this presentation shall constitute an agreement to be bound by the above terms and conditions. If such 
terms and conditions are not acceptable, you shall promptly return this presentation to TSG without retaining a copy. To the extent you are a limited partner (or representative thereof) in any funds advised 
by TSG, this presentation is subject to the confidentiality provisions contained in the respective partnership agreements. If you are not a limited partner (or a representative thereof), by accepting these 
materials you agree to treat the information relating to fund entities in which you are not a limited partner (or representative thereof) subject to the same confidentiality restrictions that apply to you as a 
limited partner (or representative thereof) in any of the funds advised by TSG.

This presentation is not intended to, and shall not, constitute an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security in any collective investment vehicle managed by TSG. This 
presentation does not constitute a financial promotion, investment advice or an inducement or incitement to participate in any produce, offering or investment.  Any offer to purchase or buy securities or 
other financial instruments will only be made pursuant to an offering document and the subscription documents, which will be furnished to qualified investors on a confidential basis at their request for their 
consideration in connection with any such offering. Any investment decision in connection with any fund managed by TSG should be based on the information contained in the private placement 
memorandum.

Any projections, forecasts and estimates (including, without limitation, any pro forma returns and estimated growth) contained in this presentation are necessarily speculative in nature, involve elements of 
subjective judgment and analysis, and are based upon certain assumptions and the best judgment of TSG. It can be expected that some or all of such assumptions will not materialize or will vary 
significantly from actual results. Accordingly, these projections and forecasts are only an estimate. Actual results will differ and may vary substantially from the results shown herein. TSG’s pro forma 
performance information and estimated growth is not a prediction or projection of actual results and there can be no assurance any such targets or estimates will be achieved. TSG’s ability to achieve 
investment results consistent with its targeted returns depends significantly on factors in addition to the accuracy of such assumptions. The actual returns of any individual investment can be lower or 
higher, depending on the nature of any individual investment. TSG’s evaluation of an investment is based, in part, on TSG’s internal analysis and evaluation of the investment and on numerous investment-
specific assumptions that may not be consistent with future market conditions and that may significantly affect actual investment results.

Certain information contained in this presentation has been obtained from published and non-published sources, including portfolio companies. Such information is unaudited, has not been independently 
verified by TSG, and TSG does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of such information. The information provided is shown as of the date indicated and TSG does not undertake any obligation to 
update the information provided. 
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Legal disclaimers
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Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results and differences between past performance and actual results may be material and adverse, including the possibility of losses to investors.  
Each investment is subject to its own unique risks and the financial performance of the investments will vary from investment to investment and those variances may be material.  An investment or 
investment strategy is impacted by numerous factors, including market and economic conditions, which are out of the control of TSG and which may result in a loss to investors. There can be no assurance 
that any investment vehicle advised by TSG will achieve comparable results or make any investments that are similar to those made by prior TSG investment vehicles that are included in this schedul

The valuation for the unrealized investments are based on good faith estimates by the applicable investment fund’s general partner which is based on the best information available to such general partner 
in the circumstances and may incorporate TSG's assumptions and involves a significant degree of judgment, taking into consideration a combination of inherently uncertain internal and external factors, 
including the appropriate risk adjustments for non-performance and liquidity risks.  Actual realized returns on unrealized investments will depend on various factors, including future operating results, the 
value of the assets and market conditions at the time of disposition, legal and contractual restrictions on transfer that may limit liquidity, any related transaction costs and the timing and manner of 
disposition, all of which may differ from the assumptions and circumstances on which the current unrealized valuations are based.  Accordingly, the actual realized returns on unrealized investments may 
differ materially from the returns indicated herein and there can be no assurances of the amount or timing of pending realizations.  Different methods of valuing investments and calculating internal rates of 
return may also provide materially different results.

Gross multiple of invested capital (“Gross MOIC”) is a ratio of the gross return on an investment relative to the original amount of the investment.  Gross IRRs and Gross MOIC do not reflect management 
fees, carried interest, taxes, transaction costs and other expenses that are borne by investors, which will reduce returns, and in the aggregate, are expected to be substantial.  To the extent an investment 
fund reinvests distributions, Gross IRR and Gross MOIC will include any returns generated by reinvested distributions. If such returns are not included, the Gross IRR and Gross MOIC would be lower.  
Net multiple of invested capital (“Net MOIC”) is a ratio of the net return on an investment relative to the original amount of the investment. To the extent an investment fund reinvests distributions, Net MOIC 
will include any returns generated by reinvested distributions. If such returns are not included, the Net MOIC would be lower. Information regarding Net MOIC is available from TSG upon request. 
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Legal disclaimers
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Investment funds advised by TSG from time-to-time borrow funds or enter into other financing arrangements for various reasons, including to pay fund expenses, to pay management fees, to make or 
facilitate new or follow-on investments (including borrowings pending receipt of capital contributions from investors), to make payments under hedging transactions, to cover any shortfall resulting from an 
investor’s default or exclusion. If a fund borrows in lieu of calling capital to fund the acquisition of an investment, the borrowing would be used for all limited partners in the applicable investment fund on a 
pro-rata basis, including the applicable general partner. To the extent an investment fund uses borrowed funds in advance or in lieu of capital contributions, such investment fund’s investors generally make 
correspondingly later capital contributions, but the applicable investment fund will bear the expense of interest on such borrowed funds. As a result, such investment fund’s use of borrowed funds will impact 
the calculation of net performance metrics (to the extent that they measure investor cash flows) and may make net IRR calculations higher than it otherwise would be without fund-level borrowing as these 
calculations generally depend on the amount and timing of capital contributions. While the investment funds will bear the expense of borrowed funds, such borrowings can also increase the carried interest 
received by the applicable general partner by decreasing the amount of distributions from the investment fund that are required to be made to such investment fund’s investors in satisfaction of any 
preferred return. The applicable general partner therefore has a conflict of interest in deciding whether to borrow funds because such general partner may receive disproportionate benefits from such 
borrowings. Borrowing by an investment fund will generally be secured by capital commitments made by the limited partners of such investment fund and/or by such investment fund’s assets, and 
documentation relating to such borrowing may provide that during the continuance of a default under such borrowing, the interests of the investors may be subordinated to such fund-level borrowing. 

This presentation and the related discussions may include material non-public information regarding the partnerships managed by TSG and its underlying portfolio companies. It is a violation of U.S. 
securities laws for a person in possession of material non-public information concerning an issuer to purchase or sell securities of such issuer or to communicate such information to another person under 
circumstances in which it is reasonably foreseeable that such person is likely to purchase or sell securities.

See Form ADV filed by TSG Consumer Partners LLC (CRD No. 160826) with the SEC and available at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov for a full description of TSG’s funds, advisory business, fees and 
compensation, expenses, and conflicts of interest.

S&P 500 Disclaimer:
The S&P 500 Index is a broad-based securities index that represents unmanaged, passive buy-and-hold strategies. The S&P 500 Index return information provided herein is provided solely for comparison 
purposes and to illustrative general trends in the market for the relevant periods shown, and as an indication of returns that could be earned by investors making investments in the public markets. The 
returns do not represent the actual returns of any particular investor. Most of the investments were illiquid, private investments, which TSG valued internally in accordance with its valuation policies and 
were not necessarily comparable to liquid investments reflected in the index. The comparison between TSG's performance in the S&P 500 Index is not intended to imply that a fund's portfolio is 
benchmarked to the index either in composition or level of risk. The S&P 500 Index is unmanaged, has no expenses and reflects the reinvestment of dividends and distributions. A variety of factors may 
cause an index to be an inaccurate benchmark for any particular fund or separate account and the indices do not necessarily reflect the actual investment strategy of a fund. It should not be assumed that 
the S&P 500 Index is the most comparable index for the TSG funds or that correlations to indices based on historical returns would persist in the future. 
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